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Exploring Swiss-American
Deep Ancestry:
A Personal Venture into Genetic Genealogy
by J. Edward de Steiguer 1

Introduction

This article presents my personal experience with genetic genealogy, that is, the use of DNA analysis-in this case Y-DNA analysis-to
trace the deep ancestry of my Swiss-American male line. DNA analysis is used today for countless applications, from the exoneration of
inmates on death row to determination of paternity, as well as genetic
genealogy (Fitzpatrick and Yeiser 2005). Such DNA "fingerprinting"
is relatively new having begun in 1984 with the pioneering work of
Sir Alec Jefferys and his group at Leicester University. One of the first
important genetic genealogical applications of DNA analysis was that
by Dr. Michael Hammer of the University of Arizona who, in a series of
articles published in Nature beginning in 1997 , presented evidence that
descendants of the Jewish priestly lines Cohan and Levi share a common set of DNA markers.
Genetic genealogy has recently experienced increased popularity
among the lay public due largely to the influence of the National Geographic Genographic Project which began in April 2005. Estimates from
2007 stated that as many as 700 ,000 persons had their DNA tested by
companies such as Family Tree DNA , Oxford Ancestors , and 23andMe,
and that the millionth person would likely be tested by 2009 (Genetic
Genealogist 2007). Moreover, genetic genealogy is a true cooperative
effort between skilled scientists and the public.
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My Historical Male Line
According to reliable historical records, my male line was of
Swiss origin, Bernese to be specific
(Lendorff 2012). This is also supported by family tradition. Our famil y was known in Bern as the "Black
Steigers," so-called because their
coat of arms featured the image of a
black ibex.
Our earliest known progeniBlack Steiger Coat of Arms
tor was Rudolf Steiger (1502-????) a
tailor, who was born in either Steinam-Rhein or Nieder-Neunborn, both cities found along the upper Rhine
River in Switzerland (Steiger 1976) . Rudolf Steiger relocated to Bern
and was named a member of that city's governing council in 1540. In
addition to government service, the male members of the family, with
few exceptions, were military officers in the foreign war service (Lendorff 2012). Following the 1798 invasion of Switzerland by the armies
of Napoleon Bonaparte and the subsequent dissolution of the Ancien
Regime , the Black Steiger
descendants, after nearly 300
years in Bern (cal540 to 1819),
dispersed to Czarist Russia and
America while some remained
in Bern (Steiger 1976).
My
great-great-greatgrandfather, Johann Rudolf
de Steiguer (1778-1834) , was
a captain in the Bernese foreign war service who was imprisoned for 18 months by the
French following their invasion of Switzerland. In 1819
he emigrated from Bern to
America with his family and
other Swiss emigres and settled
Johann Rudolf de Steiguer
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss1/5
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on the frontier near Athens, Ohio. His father, Johann Rudolf von Steiger
(1743-1805), had been an official of the Bernese governing council at
the French-speaking town of Grandson where he adopted the Gallicized
spelling "de Steiguer" for his surname. The only son of my immigrant
great-great-great grandfather was Johann Rudolf de Steiguer (18051864); one of his sons was the American-born medical doctor Edward
de Steiguer (1837-1893); and one of his sons was Emanuel de Steiguer
(1880-1962) whose only son was my father, Joseph Emanuel de Steiguer
( 1911-1991) .

The Genetic Record
In the hope of tracing the Black Steiger male line prior to cal 500 ,
in June 2011, DNA bucal swabs were provided to the National Geographic Genographic Project. Analysis and interpretation of my YDNA data was conducted by Family Tree DNA (FTDNA) of Houston,
Texas, the University of Arizona Research Genetics Laboratory, with
further statistical analysis and interpretation by Professor Emeritus
Kenneth Nordvedt (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_Nordtvedt), genetic genealogist, co-Haplogroup administrator and advisor
to FTDNA. Also, various genetic genealogical listservs and biogs
provided additional assistance.
The purpose of the Genographic Project, which involves hundreds of thousands of participants as well as many scientists from
around the world , is to build a global human DNA data base and, in
the process, help trace human deep ancestry. Deep ancestry examines
one's ancient ancestral origins in terms of tens, hundreds, or thousands
of generations. With DNA analysis, it is sometimes possible to determine within a few hundred kilometers the geographic location where
a genetic mutation first appeared (November 2008). Also, it is possible
to determine the age of that mutation, that is, approximately when in
time it occurred (De Vries et al 2009). From such a DNA marker timeand-space determination it is possible to make an inference regarding
the culture of one 's deep ancestors.
My Y-DNA , in theory, should describe the deep ancestry of
all male Black Steigers past and present. The Y chromosome is
passed with little change from father to son through generations and
across millennia (Smolenyak and Turner 2004). It follows a famPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2014
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ily 's surname, barring non-paternity events. Y-DNA , unlike most
other chromosomes, does not recombine; instead it undergoes only
occasional random (with respect to the location on a chromosome)
changes, known as mutations, which occur during the process of
meiosis when sperm are formed . Such mutations are harmless, affecting only the non-coding portion of the Y-DNA . However, they
serve to forever "mark" males who are descended from a common
ancestor and, thus are useful for establishing deep ancestry. Here,
I will focus only upon my Y-DNA results from the last 8,000 or so
years.
FTDNA determined that my Y-DNA haplogroup classification
was 11 (i.e., "I-one") which is characterized by a specific genetic SNP
marker known as M253 .2 Haplogroup I 1 M253 is distinctly and definitely Scandinavian in origin; indeed, geneticist/author Bryan Sykes refers
to this haplogroup as the "Clan of Wodan" in his best seller, Saxons,
Vikings and Celts: The Genetic Roots of Britain and Ireland. II is often
associated with the countries of Denmark , Norway, Sweden, western
Finland, extreme northern Germany, the Netherlands, and, due to a historic pattern of Saxon and Viking invasions, Britain and Ireland.
According to FTDNA, the present-day persons with whom I share
a distant common 11 M253 ancestor are located mostly in : Denmark, the
Netherlands, Germany, England, Ireland, Scotland , Sweden, Norway,
Iceland, Greenland , and Ukraine. In contrast, few are found in Switzerland. These modern-day genetic connections have logical , historical explanations. For example, the Scandinavian countries and northern
Germany were the original home of the M253 descendants. The Netherlands, located adjacent to northern Germany, during medieval times
was an important settling area for both Saxons and Vikings. England, of
course, was invaded by the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes cal450 CE and
by the Normans in 1066 CE and again, along with Scotland and Ireland,
by the Vikings between ca800-1,000 CE. Vikings also settled in Iceland,
Greenland, Russia and Ukraine. The latter may seem curious; however,
the invading Rus, or Varangian , people , who were Swedish Vikings ,
in the 9 th century, lent their name to Russia and established a capital at
Kiev , Ukraine.
My I I result is atypical for a male of Swiss heritage. In Scandinavia and north Germany, 11 comprises a large portion, i.e., 25 to 40
percent , of the male population (Wiik 2008). However, in contrast, the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss1/5
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principal continental European Y-DNA haplogroup , and that of Switzerland, is Haplogroup Rlb which accounts for 40% to 50% of the male
population; I l is a much smaller component of the continental European
male population.
When 11 M253 is found outside Scandinavia or extreme northern Germany, (e.g. in Britain) it is regarded as genetic evidence of an
invader. Following is a map displaying the present-day geographic occurrence of Haplogroup 11 . The darker the area, the more 11 males are
found. As one can see, Scandinavia (including Denmark) , north Germany, the Netherlands, and portions of the British Isles (the latter being
home to many 11 M253 invaders) are almost black indicating the great
density of persons there of 11 genetic heritage.
My FTDNA report stated that the M253 marker would have been
in north Germany and Denmark between 6,000 to 4,000 BCE , as part of
the Erteb~lle Culture or its successor the Funnelbeaker Culture (Trichterbecherkultur), the latter so- named because of the funnel- spouted pottery they made . The Funnelbeaker Culture was made up of Stone Age
peoples, who lived in huts, fished, practiced agriculture and raised livestock. The region pictured below designated as "TRB'' was the Funnelbeaker 's domain and includes Saxony (i.e., north Germany), Denmark
and southern Sweden.
) Source:
http: //en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Haplogroup_I
Published
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"TRB," the Funnelbeaker Culture
With the waning of the Roman Empire, various Scando-north Germanic cultures began the Volkerwanderung (i.e. " people's migration") ,
and thus dispersed 11 genes, among others, away from their homeland.
The first migrants included tribes and cultures such as the Suebi, Cherusci and the Chatti. They later included cultures such as the Angles ,
Saxons , Jutes, and even later the Vikings and their subculture, the Normans.
I had tests conducted on my Y-DNA to help determine a possible
Black Steiger connection with one or more of these medieval cultures.
Accordingly, my genetic short tandem repeat values (i.e. alleles), were
placed into the Athey haplogroup predictor (http://www.hprg.com/
hapest5/) thereby reaffirming with l 00 percent probability that my haplogroup was 11 M253, and with 79 percent likelihood that I was a member of a related subclade (i.e., haplogroup subdivision) called AngloSaxon l.
Next, I ran additional Y-DNA single nucleotide polymorphism
(i.e. SNP) tests with FTDNA to confirm the Anglo-Saxon 1 result. The
tests revealed a SNP marker known as L338 whose origin has been dated to about 2 ,100 years before present (Nordvedt 2006). According to
Professor Nordvedt, the presence of L338 conclusively indicates membership in subclade Anglo-Saxon 1 (AS l ), thus supporting the Athey
result. Nordvedt (2011) also estimated that the first L338 man lived in
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol50/iss1/5
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northern Germany (probably Niedersachsen), and that his descendants,
in large part, subsequently emigrated westward to the Netherlands. In
this regard, Nordvedt (2011) wrote , "11-AS 1 is the bulk of L338+ and
probably is the most Netherlands-oriented clade I have ever seen." (Incidentally, another part of this L338 population, known as Anglo-Saxon
8, emigrated eastward to Pomerania.) Furthermore, Professor Nordvedt
(201 I) believes that, because of the era and geographic location, the
ASl subclade was almost purely Saxon (the Angles , a smaller population, were located farther to the north in the east-central portion of
Denmark's Jutland Peninsula on the coast of the Baltic Sea).

Rhine River Hypothesis

If my Steiger male ancestors were from the Netherlands and were
Saxons, how might they have found their way to Switzerland? The
Rhine River linking the Netherlands to Switzerland provides a hypothesis. During the Early Middle Ages, a Frisian trade emporium existed
along the Rhine River near the North Sea at the town of Dorestad in
the Netherlands (Lebecq 1992). From there, for several centuries, trade
ships regularly moved 800 miles up the Rhine to its headwaters in what
is now Switzerland. The majority of original Frisian males are believed
to have been from Haplogroup Rl b (Family Tree DNA undated) . So
how might 11 M253 have become associated with this historic Frisian
trading route?
Bazelmans (2009) notes that, while the Frisians at one time occupied Friesland (i.e., northern Netherlands), by the 5 th century they
were subdued and expelled by Anglo-Saxons who came from what is
now northern Germany. These invaders, at least in part, were composed
of Haplogroup 11 M253. Weale et al (2002) also argues that they were,
in fact, predominantly Saxon. Bazelmans stated that the newly arriving Saxons retained the name "Frisian" for their Netherlands culture ,
and thus the "Frisian trade" on the Rhine became in actuality a Saxon
trade. Therefore, the "Frisian trade" was a possible means for relocating
some Saxon Haplogroup 11M253 males to Switzerland (however, according to Weale et al, the majority of Friesland's Saxons emigrated to
England ca400-800 CE). As previously stated in this article, the earliest
known progenitor of the Black Steigers, Rudolf Steiger (1502-????),
in Switzerland, and thus, while not
lived
along by
theBYU
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Rhine River2014
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proof, we nevertheless have a hypothesis: the Frisian Trade Route was
the means by which my forebearers arrived in Switzerland.

Conclusion
For five centuries, we have known the history of the Bernese Black
Steigers; however, their story prior to 1500 was a complete enigma until
the advent of DNA testing. Based upon my Y-DNA tests, it now appears as though the Steigers, before their arrival in Switzerland, were
of Scandinavian origin and possibly of Saxon ancestry residing in the
Netherlands during the Middle Ages. Of course, such DNA results must
be assigned a degree of probability. In that regard, the Scandinavian origins are all but certain while the Saxon ancestry seems highly likely.
Genetic genealogy is an exciting new field of inquiry readily available even to complete novices. Several DNA testing companies offer
their services online; also, there are DNA interest groups to assist in
the process of analysis and discovery. My own experience with DNA
testing has been extremely informative and personally rewarding; it is
a valuable tool aiding my investigations in history and genealogy. As I
have quipped to my fellow genetics buffs, "it's the next best thing to a
time machine." My hope is to involve other Steiger males in this genetic
quest. The science is advancing rapidly; there is much to learn.

- University of Arizona , Tuscon
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